Key Features:
 High speed setup
 Fly included
 100% waterproof material guaranteed
 Sleeps 5
 Light to carry

Description:
Without compromising on quality of design or manufacture, we have been able to make some of
our products even more obtainable to large families. Introducing our Oxley 5 Lite. The Oxley Lite
range is virtually identical to our Oxley range.
The difference... the OZTENT OXLEY LITE range is fabricated and floored with 210D Polyoxford
PU2000mm. A change that makes the tents slightly lighter and more affordable, ensuring that
wonderful family camping experiences are even more achievable for all.

NEW FEATURES
100% Waterproof

If you have a leaky tent camping can be downright
awful! That’s why we ensure every single Oxley Lite
is 100% waterproof with the fly attached. Enjoy a
comfortable sleep even in the heaviest downpours.

Fly Included

We have included the fly with the tent kit. The use
of a fly in a single skin tent can greatly reduce the
amount of condensation in colder weather and
keep the tent cooler in warmer weather

Light to Carry

The Oxley Lite range is fabricated and floored with
210D Polyoxford PU2000mm. A change that makes
the tents lighter and more affordable, ensuring
that wonderful family camping experiences are
even more achievable for all.

Auto Lock/Release Frame

Our innovative frame has auto lock and release
mechanisms which makes setting up and packing
down incredibly easy. Once you lock in the center
hub, all legs are pulled and simply locked into
place. Similarly when packing down, pull down the
center hub and all legs automatically collapse.

Extra Large Attached Awning

Extra covered living space is essential when you’re
camping. The attached awning not only allows for
more space but more versatility. The Oxley
Complete Panel System can easily be attached to
the awning to fully enclose the space and give
extra privacy.

Specifications:
Material
Tent

210D rip-stop polyoxford PU2000mm

Floor

210D rip-stop polyoxford PU2000mm

Frame

Exclusive Corrosion Resistant Aluminium

Fly Screens

No-See-Um Mesh

Dimensions
Packed Size
Set Up Size (Tent Only)
Set Up Size (With Awning Extended)
Weight

122cm (l) x 35cm (w) x 35cm (h)
48” (l) x 13.7” (w) x 13.7” (h)
250cm (l) x 250cm (w) x 210cm (h)
98.4” (l) x 98.4” (w) x 82.6” (h)
450cm (l) x 250cm (w) x 210cm (h)
177.2” (l) x 98.4” (w) x 82.6” (h)
19kg
42lbs

Warranty
Warranty Period

1 year

Package Contents

Quantity

Tent

1

Attached Awning

1

1.9m/6’2” Telescopic Poles

2

Guy Ropes

14

Pegs/Stakes

22

Weather Fly

1

Oversized Zippered Carry Bag

1

Owners Manual

1

All images shown remain the property of the publisher. All images used in this datasheet are for illustration purposes only and actual
items may vary in appearance. Precautions have been taken to assure accuracy of the information on this sheet. Typographic or
pictorial errors that are brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent updates. Product dimensions shown here are nominal
and are provided for the convenience of our customers. The Oztent Group reserves the right to make product changes from time to
time, without prior notification, which may change the dimensions shown. The designs and dimensions of the products listed on this
sheet are correct at the date of last publication and are subject to change without notice.

